Abstract. This manuscript proposes a probabilistic framework for algorithms that iteratively solve unconstrained linear problems Bx = b with positive definite B for x. The goal is to retain, at any time, instead of a point estimate, a Gaussian posterior belief over the elements of the inverse of B. Extending recent probabilistic interpretations of the secant family of quasi-Newton numerical optimization algorithms, and combining them with properties of the conjugate gradient algorithm, leads to uncertainty-calibrated methods that have very limited cost overhead over conjugate gradients, a self-contained novel interpretation of the quasi-Newton and conjugate gradient algorithms, and a foundation for new nonlinear optimization methods.
is a fundamental task for computational linear algebra. If N is so large that exact solutions are not tractable, iterative solvers such as the method of conjugate gradients [21] are widely applied. The basic question addressed here is: Assume that we run an iterative solver for M < N steps. How much information does doing so provide about B and, perhaps more importantly, about its (pseudo-) inverse H? If we had to give estimates for B, H, and for the solution to related problems Bx = b ′ , what should they be, and how big of an 'error bar' (a joint posterior distribution) should we put on these estimates? It will turn out that the family of quasi-Newton methods, more widely used to solve nonlinear optimization problems, can help answer this question. A side product-in fact a central result of this paper-is a new self-contained interpretation of quasi-Newton methods themselves, leading to exciting research questions.
The Dennis family of secant methods.
The family of secant update rules for the Newton-Raphson search direction is among the most popular building blocks for continuous nonlinear programming. Their evolution chiefly occurred from the late 1950s [7] to the 1970s, and is widely understood to be crowned by the development of the BFGS rule due to Broyden [5] , Fletcher [13] , Goldfarb [16] and Shanno [32] , which now forms a core part of many contemporary optimization methods. But the family also includes the earlier and somewhat less popular DFP rule of Davidon [7] , Fletcher and Powell [14] ; the Greenstadt [17] rule, and the so-called symmetric rank-1 method [7, 4] . Several authors have proposed grouping these methods into broader classes, among them Broyden in 1967 [4] (subsequently refined by Fletcher [13] ) and Davidon in 1975 [8] . Of particular interest here will be a class of updates formulated in 1971 by Dennis [9] , which includes all the specific rules cited above. It is the class of update rules mapping a current estimate B 0 for the Hessian, and a vector-valued pair of observations y, s ∈ R N with y = Bs, into a new estimate B 1 of the form This ensures the secant relation y = Bs, sometimes called 'the quasi-Newton Equation' [10] . The rules named above can be found in the Dennis class as:
Symmetric Rank-1 (SR1) c = y − B 0 s (1.3) Powell Symmetric Broyden [30] c = s (1.4)
Greenstadt [17] c = B 0 s (1. Inverse updates. Because the update of Equation (1.2) is of rank 2, the corresponding estimate for the inverse H = B −1 (assuming it exists), can be constructed using the matrix inversion lemma. Alternatively, all Dennis rules can also be used as inverse updates [10] , i.e. estimates for H itself, simply by exchanging s y and B H, B 0 H 0 above (corresponding to the secant relation s = Hy). A particularly interesting connection is that the DFP and BFGS updates are duals of each other under this exchange: The inverse of B 1 as constructed by the DFP rule (1.6) equals the H 1 arising from the inverse BFGS rule (1.7) applied to H. To avoid confusion, in this text the DFP rule will always be used in the sense of a direct update (estimating B, with c = y), and the BFGS rule in the inverse sense (i.e. estimating H, with c = s).
The first parts of this text will focus on direct updates and thus mostly talk about the DFP method instead of the BFGS rule. All results extend to the inverse models (and thus BFGS) under the exchange of variables mentioned above. Sections 3.2 and 5 will make some specific choices geared to inverse updates, and then talk explicitly about BFGS, always in the sense of an inverse update.
Towards probabilistic quasi-Newton methods. This text gives a probabilistic interpretation of the Dennis family, for the case of linear problems Bx = b with x, b ∈ R N and positive definite B ∈ R N ×N . We will interpret the secant methods as estimators of (inverse) Hessians of an objective function, and ask what kind of prior assumptions would give rise to these specific estimators. This results in a self-contained derivation of inference rules for symmetric matrices. Some of the rules quoted above can be motivated as 'natural' from the inference perspective, while other aspects will emerge as flaws in need of correction. Interestingly, few of the reasons to choose one rule over the others extend to nonlinear inference on Hessian functions.
Another major strand of nonlinear optimization methods extends from the conjugate gradient algorithm of Hestenes & Stiefel [21] for linear problems, extended to nonlinear problems by Fletcher and Reeves [15] and others. Nazareth [27] showed that the conjugate gradient algorithm is equivalent to the BFGS for linear problems. In this sense, this text also provides a novel derivation for conjugate gradients, and will use several well-known properties of that method. Implications of the results presented herein to nonlinear variants of conjugate gradients will be left as open questions, too.
Numerical methods perform inference.
The defining aspect of quasiNewton methods is that they approximate-estimate-the Hessian matrix of the objective function, or its inverse, based on evaluations-observations-of the objective's gradient and certain prior structural restrictions on the estimate. They can therefore, and this is the core premise of this paper, be interpreted as solving an inference problem: Estimating a quantity not directly observed (B or H), based on observations of another, related, but not perfectly informative quantity (s, y). Concepts from statistics and probability theory thus apply, in particular the probabilistic framework of encoding prior assumptions in a probability measure over a hypothesis space, and describing observations using a likelihood function, which combines with the prior according to Bayes' theorem into a posterior measure over the hypothesis space.
Doing so is interesting for two reasons: First, it helps understand existing methods (What are the prior assumptions of quasi-Newton methods?). Secondly, it offers additional functionality for the existing methods (After the conjugate algorithm has performed M < N iterations, what is the error on its estimate of the inverse of B?), and genuinely new functional extensions (Is it possible to run conjugate gradients if only approximate, 'noisy' matrix-vector multiplications are possible?)
The connection between numerical problems and estimation was pointed out by statisticians like Diaconis in 1988 [11] , and O'Hagan in 1992 [29] , well after the introduction of quasi-Newton methods (although Diaconis points out that Poincaré seems to have been aware of this connection at the end of the 19th century). To the author's knowledge, the idea has rarely attracted interest in numerical mathematics, and has not been studied in the context of quasi-Newton methods before recent work by Hennig & Kiefel [19, 20] . An argument sometimes raised against analysing numerical methods probabilistically is that numerical problems do not generally feature an aspect of randomness. But, leaving aside philosophical issues, probability theory makes no formal distinction between uncertainty arising from lack of knowledge, and uncertainty arising from 'randomness', whatever the latter may be taken to mean precisely. As Diaconis points out in his 1988 paper, it is straightforward to come up with a function that can be written compactly on a blackboard, and can be evaluated with high precision and low cost by a computer, but for which analytic properties such as definite integrals, the location of extrema, or in fact its inverse, are unknown. So, although that function is an entirely deterministic object, we may well be uncertain about some of its qualities-hence the need for numerical methods in the first place. Randomness is not a prerequisite for the use of probabilities. Those who do feel uneasy about applying probability theory to unknown deterministic quantities, however, may prefer another, perhaps more subjective argument: From the point of view of a numerical algorithm's designer, the 'population' of problems that practitioners will apply the algorithm to does in fact form a probability distribution from which tasks are 'sampled'.
Numerical algorithms running on a finite computational budget make numerical errors. The user of such algorithms should thus not only be interested in the approximate answer the algorithm constructs, but also in a notion of the imprecision of that answer. Needless to say, it makes no sense to ask for an exact statement of imprecision (if the exact difference between the true and estimated answer where known, the exact answer would be known, too). But it is meaningful to ask for the remaining volume of hypotheses consistent with the computations so far. This paper attempts to construct such an answer for linear problems.
1.4. Overview of main results. As pointed out above, although quasi-Newton methods are most popular for nonlinear optimization, here the focus will be on linear problems. It is widely known that, for positive definite B, solving Equation (1.1) amounts to minimizing the quadratic f (x) = 1 2x
The not at all trivial extension of the probabilistic interpretation constructed here to the nonlinear setting of inferring the (inverse) Hessian of a function f will be left for future work (but see [20] for pointers). The present aim is an iterative linear solver which iterates through posterior beliefs p t (x, H), t = 1, . . . for H = B −1 , and the solution x * = Hb of the linear problem. These beliefs will be constructed as Gaussian probability densities p t (H) = N (H; H t , V t ) over the elements 1 of H, with mean H t and covariance matrix V t .
The results in this paper significantly clarify and extend previous results by Hennig & Kiefel [20] and Hennig [18] . Here is a brief outlook of the main results: Dennis family derived in a symmetric hypothesis class ( §2) Hennig [18] provided a derivation of rank-2 secant methods in terms of two independent observations of two separate parts of the Hessian. This viewpoint algebraically simplifies the nonparametric extension to nonlinear optimization, but is not particularly elegant. This paper provides a cleaner derivation by showing that the Dennis family (including BFGS and DFP) can in fact be derived naturally from a prior hypothesis space restricted to symmetric matrices. It is a surprising result that these two kinds of hypothesis classes (one of which has almost double the dimensionality of the other) lead to exactly the same posterior mean estimate, and only differ subtly in the posterior covariance.
New interpretation for SR1, Greenstadt, DFP & BFGS updates ( §3)
The choice of prior parameters distinguishes between the members of the Dennis family. This paper will give a nuanced analysis of the choices that set apart the SR1, Greenstadt, DFP, and especially BFGS methods from the rest. We will find that the DFP and BFGS methods are in some sense 'more correct' than, for example, the Powell Symmetric Broyden rule because they are consistent with exact probabilistic inference for the entire run of the algorithm, while general Dennis rules are only consistent after the first step (Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3). Further, we will find that SR1, Greenstadt, DFP and BFGS all use different prior measures that, although all 'scale-free', give imperfect notions of calibration for the prior measure. Finally, we will appeal to the old result (Lemma 3.4) that the BFGS method is equivalent to the method of conjugate gradients. Hence, the set of evaluated gradients is orthogonal, which allows a computationally convenient parameterization of posterior uncertainty. Overall, the picture arising is that, from the probabilistic perspective, the DFP and particularly BFGS methods have convenient numerical properties, but their posterior measure can be calibrated better. Posterior uncertainty by parameter estimation ( §5) It will transpire that the decision for a specific member of the Dennis family still leaves a whole space of possible choices of prior covariances consistent with this update rule. Constructing a meaningful posterior uncertainty estimate (covariance) on H after finitely many steps requires a choice in this unidentified space, which, as in other estimation problems, needs to be motivated based on some notion of regularity in H. Several possible choices are discussed in Section 3, all of which add very low overhead to the standard conjugate gradient algorithm.
2. Gaussian inference from matrix-vector multiplications.
2.1. Introduction to Gaussian inference. Gaussian inference-probabilistic inference using both a Gaussian prior and a Gaussian likelihood-is one of the beststudied areas of probabilistic inference. Only a very brief introduction will thus be given here; more can be found in introductory texts [31, 24] . The central idea: Consider a hypothesis class consisting of elements of the D-dimensional real vector space, v ∈ R D , and assign a Gaussian prior probability density over this space:
parametrised by mean vector µ ∈ R D and positive definite covariance matrix Σ ∈ R D×D . If we now observe a linear mapping 
This derivation also works in the limit of perfect information, i.e. for a well-defined limit of Λ 0, in which case 2 the likelihood converges to the Dirac distribution
The crucial point is that constructing the posterior after linear observations involves only linear algebraic operations, with the posterior covariance (the 'error bar') using many of the computations also required to compute the mean (the 'best guess'). Hence, noting that existing linear solvers also use linear observations to construct their 'best guess' estimates, one may wonder whether it is possible, at minimal cost overhead, to also construct error estimates to go alongside.
2.2.
Inference on asymmetric matrices from matrix vector multiplications. We now consider Gaussian inference in the specific context of iterative solvers for linear problems as defined in Eq. (1.1). Our solver shall retain a current probability density estimate for B (or H), as well as a current estimate for x. The algorithmic setup is such that the solver does not have direct access to B itself, but only to a function mapping s Bs, for arbitrary s ∈ R N (this kind of setup is common in large-scale problems, for example because B is too large to be stored in memory).
As discussed in [20] , it is possible to use the Gaussian inference framework in the context of secant methods through the use of Kronecker algebra: We write the elements of B as a vector
, indexed as → B ij by the matrix' index set 3 (i, j) ∈ R × R. The Kronecker product provides the link between such 'vectorized matrices' and linear operations (e.g. [33] ). The Kronecker product A ⊗ C of two matrices A ∈ R Ma×N and
clearly has the property (A ⊗ C) → B = → ABC ⊺ . Thus, → BS can be written as (I ⊗ S) → B , which allows incorporating the kind of observations made by an iterative solver in a Gaussian inference framework, according to the following Lemma 2.1 (proof in Hennig & Kiefel, 2013) . Given a Gaussian prior over a general quadratic matrix → B , with prior mean → B 0 and a prior covariance with Kronecker structure,
If A is not of maximal rank, a precise formulation requires a projection of y into the preimage of A. This is merely a technical complication, circumvented here by assuming, later on, that line-searches performed by the algorithm are linearly independent, which amounts to a maximal-rank A. 3 In the notation used here, this vector is assumed to be created by stacking the elements of B row after row into a column vector. An equivalent column-by-column formulation is also in wide use, in which some of the formulae below are permuted. and the posterior covariance is
This implies, for example, that Broyden's rank-1 method [3] is equal the posterior mean update after a single line search for the parameter choice W = I. In fact, this is a re-phrasing, in probabilistic language, of the much older observation, most likely by Dennis & Moré, [10] , that Broyden's method is the minimizer of a regularised 2 loss. An important observation is that Broyden's method ceases to be a direct match to this update after the first line search, because matrix S ⊺ W S is not a diagonal matrix.
This matrix will come to play a central role; we will call it the Gram matrix, because it is an inner product of S weighted by the positive definite W .
Symmetric hypothesis classes.
It is well known that, because the posterior mean is not in general a symmetric matrix, it is a suboptimal learning rule for the Hessian of an objective function. Which is why this class was quickly abandoned in favour of the rank-2 updates in the Dennis family mentioned above. Hennig & Kiefel [20] showed one possible derivation of the Dennis family, which involves doubling the input domain of the objective function and introducing two separate, independent observations. That formulation is in line with the derivation, by Dennis & Moré [10] , of the Dennis family as minimizers of weighted Frobenius norms (logarithms of Gaussian priors with Kronecker covariance) under a symmetry constraint. It has the advantage of allowing for relatively straightforward nonparametric extensions, and a broad class of noise models for cases in which gradients can not be evaluated without error [18] . But artificially doubling the input dimensionality is dissatisfying.
We now introduce a cleaner derivation of the same updates, by explicitly restricting the hypothesis class to symmetric matrices. This gives the covariance matrix a more involved structure than the Kronecker product, and makes derivations more challenging. It results in a new interpretation for the Dennis class, fully consistent with the probabilistic framework, which is a core contribution of this paper.
We begin by building a Gaussian prior over the symmetric matrices, using the symmetrization operator Γ, the linear operator acting on vectorized matrices defined implicitly through its effect
over the space of square matrices B ∈ R N ×N with Kronecker covariance cov(B ij , B k ) = W ik W j (this requires W to be a symmetric positive definite matrix), the prior over the symmetric matrix
⊺ is the symmetric Kronecker product of W with itself (see e.g. [33] for an earlier mention). It is the matrix containing elements
It can easily be seen that, when acting on a square (not necessarily symmetric)
Unfortunately, not all of the Kronecker product's convenient algebraic properties carry over to the symmetric Kronecker product. For example, (W ⊛ W )
in general, and inversion of this general form is straightforward only for commuting, symmetric A, B [1] . This is why the proof for the following Theorem is considerably more tedious than the one for Lemma 2.1. Theorem 2.3 (proof in Appendix A.2). Assume a Gaussian prior of mean B 0 and covariance V = W ⊛W on the elements of a symmetric matrix B. After M linearly independent noise-free observations of the form Y = BS, Y, S ∈ R N ×M , rk(S) = M , the posterior belief over B is a Gaussian with mean
and posterior covariance
This immediately leads to the following Corollary 2.4. The Dennis family of quasi-Newton methods is the posterior mean after one step (M = 1) of Gaussian regression on matrix elements.
Proof. Assume Y, S ∈ R N ×1 , and set c = W S in Equation (1.2). Note that, for each member of the Dennis class, there is an entire vector space of W consistent with c = W S. Additionally, each member of the Dennis family is itself a scalar space of choices c, because Equation (1.2) is unchanged under the transformation c αc for α ∈ R ∖0 . Dealing with these degrees of freedom turns out to be the central task when defining probabilistic interpretations of linear solvers.
2.2.2.
Remark on the structure of the prior covariance. The fact that symmetric Kronecker product covariance matrices give rise to some of the most popular secant methods may be reason enough to be interested in these structured Gaussian priors. This section provides two additional arguments in their favor.
The first argument, applicable to the entire family of Gaussian inference rules, is that they give consistent estimates, and thus convergent solvers: The priors of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.3 assign nonzero mass to all square, and all symmetric matrices, respectively. It thus follows, from standard theorems about the consistency of parametric Bayesian priors (e.g. [23] ), that linear solvers based on the mean estimate arising from either of these two Gaussian priors, applied to linear problems of general, or symmetric structure, respectively, are guaranteed (assuming perfect arithmetic precision) to converge to the correct B (and B −1 , where it exists) after M = N linearly independent line searches. This is because the Schur complement
, so the remaining belief after M = N is a point-mass at the unique B = Y S −1 . By a generalization of the same argument, it also follows that these linear solvers are always exact within the vector space spanned by the line-search directions. This holds for all choices of prior parameters B 0 and W , as long as W is strictly positive definite. Needless to say, good convergence rates do depend crucially on these two choices. And the aim in this paper is to also identify choices for these parameters such that the posterior uncertainty around the mean estimate is meaningful, too.
Since we know B to be positive definite, it would be desirable to restrict the prior explicitly to the positive definite cone. Unfortunately, this is not straightforward within the Gaussian family, because normal distributions have full support. A seemingly more natural prior over this cone is the Wishart distribution popular in statistics,
(the ∝ symbol suppresses an irrelevant normalization constant). Using this prior in conjunction with linear observations, however, causes various complications, because the Wishart is not conjugate to one-sided linear observations of the form discussed above. So one may be interested in finding a 'linearization' (a Gaussian approximation of some form) for the Wishart, for example through moment matching. And indeed, the second moment (covariance) of the Wishart is given by ν −1 (W ⊛ W ) (see e.g. [25] ).
3. Choice of parameters. Having motivated the Gaussian hypothesis class, the next step is to identify individual desirable parameter choices in this class. The following Corollary follows directly from Theorem 2.3, by comparing Equation (2.4) with Equations (1.3) to (1.7). In each of the following cases, α ∈ R ∖0 .
Corollary 3.1. (This choice is unique in a manner analogous to the above for SR1). 5. The BFGS rule is the one-step posterior mean for the implicit choice
B t . (This, too, is unique in a manner analogous to the above). The choices of SR1, DFP and BFGS are particularly intriguing: At first sight it may seem like a circular statement for an inference algorithm trying to infer the matrix B to use that very matrix as part of its computations. But computation of the mean in Equation (2.7) only requires the projections BS of B. These are accessible to the algorithm, because BS = Y , so the choice of covariance is implicitly possible if only the mean is required. However, the posterior uncertainty (Eq. 2.8), which is not part of the optimizers in their contemporary form, can not be computed in this way.
Hence, with the exception of PSB, the popular secant rules all involve what would be called empirical Bayesian estimation in statistics, i.e. a degree of parameter adaptation from observed data. We also note again that the connection between probabilistic maximum-a-posterior estimates and Dennis-class updates principally only applies in the first of M steps. As such, the Dennis updates ignore the dependence between information collected in older and newer search directions that leads to the matrix inverse of G = (S ⊺ W S) in Equations (2.7) and (2.8) (obviously, including this information explicitly requires a solving M linear problems, at additional cost). As will be shown in Lemma 3.3 below, though, for some members of the Dennis family, and for their use within linear problems, this simplification is in fact exact.
A motivating experiment.
How relevant is the difference between the full rank-2M posterior update and a sequence of M rank-2 updates? Figure 3 .1 shows results from a simple conceptual experiment. For this experiment only, the various estimation rules are treated as 'stand-alone' inference algorithms, as opposed to their use within an optimization scheme. Random positive definite matrices B ∈ R N ×N where generated as follows: Eigenvalues d i , i = 1, . . . , N where drawn iid from an exponential distribution p(d) = 1 λ exp(−d λ) with scale λ = 10 (small eigenvalues, left plot) or λ = 1000 (large eigenvalues, right plot), respectively. A random rotation matrix Q ∈ SO(N ) was drawn uniformly from the Haar measure over SO(N ), using the subgroup algorithm of Diaconis & Shahshahani [12] , to give an eigenvalue decomposition Because the directions s where chosen randomly, these results say little about these algorithms in their job as optimizers. What they do offer, however, is an intuition for the difference between the exact rank-2M posterior and repeated application of rank-2 Dennis-class update rules.
A first observation is that, in this general setup, keeping track of the dependence between consecutive search directions through the inverse of S ⊺ W S makes a big difference: For both pairs of 'related' algorithms PSB and W = I, as well as DFP and W = B, the full probabilistic mean dominates the simpler 'independent' update rule. In fact, the classic secant rules do not converge to the true Hessian B in this setup. The consistency argument in Section 2.2.2 only applies to estimators constructed by exact inference. The experiment shows how crucial tracking the full Gram matrix
A second observation, consistent with the available literature, is that, although both probabilistic algorithms are consistent (they converge to the correct B after N steps) the quality of the inferred point estimate after M < N steps depends on the choice of parameters. The simpler W = I (PSB) choice performs qualitatively worse than the W = B (DFP) choice.
The posterior variances of the two probabilistic algorithms were also used to compute posterior uncertainty estimates for B M − B F (gray lines in Figure 3 
(To be clear: for the W = B case, computing this uncertainty required the unrealistic step of giving the algorithm access to B, which only makes sense for this conceptual experiment). The uncertainty estimate for W = I (dashed gray lines) is all but invisible in the right hand plot because its values are very close to 0-this algorithm has a badly calibrated uncertainty measure. The uncertainty of the W = B algorithm (solid gray lines), on the other hand, scales qualitatively with the size of B. This is because scaling B by a scalar factor automatically also scales the covariance by the same factor. This has been noted before as a 'non-dimensional' property of BFGS/DFP [28, Eq. 6.11]. However, it is also apparent that the uncertainty estimate is too large in both plots-here by about a factor of 5. To understand why, we consider the individual terms in the sum of Equation (3.1) at the beginning of the inference: The ratio between the true estimation error on element B ij and the estimated error is
One may argue that a 'well-calibrated' algorithm should achieve e ij ≈ 1. A problem with the choice W = B becomes apparent considering diagonal elements and B 0 = I:
This means the DFP prior is well-calibrated only for large diagonal elements (B ii ≫ 1). For diagonal elements B ii ≈ 1, it is under-confident (e ii 0, estimating too large an error), and for very small diagonal elements B ii > 0, B ii ≪ 1, it can be severely over-confident (e ii ∞ estimating too small an error). For off-diagonal elements and unit prior mean, the error estimate is ij can still be very small or even vanish, e.g. for diagonal matrices. It is possible to at least fix the under-confidence problem, using the degree of freedom in Corollary 3.1 to scale the prior covariance to W = θ 2 B with θ = λ min (λ min − 1), using λ min , the smallest eigenvalue of B. This at least ensures e ij ≤ 1 ∀(i, j).
Interestingly, setting W = B − B 0 (which gives the SR1 rule after the first observation, but not after subsequent ones) gives e 2 ii = 1, and e ij < 1 for i ≠ j. It also has the property that norm of the true B under this prior is
so the true B is exactly one standard deviation away from the mean under this prior. These properties suggest this covariance, which will be called standardized norm covariance, for further investigation in §5, which addresses the question: Is it possible to construct a linear solver that, without 'cheating' (using B or H explicitly in the covariance), has a well-calibrated uncertainty measure, and can thus meaningfully estimate the error of its computation; ideally, without major cost increase?
3.2. Structure of the Gram matrix. The above experiment established that, treated purely as inference rules for matrices general Dennis rules are probabilistically exact only after one rank-1 observation y = Bs. How strong is the error thus introduced? In fact, as the following lemma shows, there are choices of search directions S for which the existing algorithms do become exact probabilistic inference. The following result by Nazareth [27] establishes that, for linear problems, the interpretation for BFGS as an inference algorithm actually transfers directly to the conjugate gradient (CG) method of Hestenes & Stiefel [21] .
Theorem 3.4 (Nazareth [27] ). For linear optimization problems as defined in Lemma 3.3, BFGS inference on H with scalar prior mean, H 0 = αI, α ∈ R, is equivalent to the conjugate gradient algorithm in the sense that the sequence of search directions is equal:
In fact this connection is intuitive within the probabilistic framework: the BFGS method uses the prior covariance W = H, so its mean estimate H M is the 'best guess' for H under (i.e. the minimizer of) the norm
, and its iterated estimate x M is the best rank-M estimate for x when the error is measured
It is well-known that minimizing this quantity after M steps is a characterisation of the conjugate gradient algorithm [28, Eq. 5.27]. Theorem 3.4 implies that, by describing BFGS in terms of Gaussian inference, we get a Gaussian interpretation for CG 'for free'. From the probabilistic perspective, and exclusively for linear problems, CG is 'just' a particularly compact implementation of iterated Gaussian inference on H from p(H) = N (H; I, H ⊛ H), with search directions along
. This observation has conceptual value in itself (the natural question, left open here, is what it implies for the nonparametric extensions of CG). But Theorem 3.4, among other things, also implies the following helpful properties for the search directions s i chosen by, and gradients F i 'observed' by the (scalar prior mean) BFGS algorithm. They are all well-known properties of the conjugate gradient method (e.g. [28, Thm. 5.3] ). In the following, generally assume that the algorithm has not converged at step M < N , and remember that the F M = Bx M − b are the residuals (gradients of f (x) = 1 2x
• the set of evaluated gradients / residuals is orthogonal:
• the gradients (and thus Y ) span the Krylov subspaces generated by (B, b):
• line searches and gradients span the same vector space:
We have arrived at a probabilistic interpretation of the Dennis class of quasi-Newton methods, as well as the conjugate gradient algorithm, as special cases of Gaussian inference: The Dennis class can be seen as Gaussian posterior means after the first line search (Corollary 2.4), but this connection extends to multiple search directions only if the search directions are conjugate under prior covariance (Lemma 3.2). For linear problems, this is the case for the DFP, BFGS update rules (Lemma 3.3). Since BFGS is equivalent to CG in the linear case (Lemma 3.4), this also establishes a probabilistic interpretation for linear CG.
These results offer new ways of thinking about linear solvers, in terms of solving an inference problem by collecting information and building a model, rather than by designing a dynamic process converging to the minimum of a function. It is intriguing that, from this vantage point, the extremely popular CG / BFGS methods look less well-calibrated than one may have expected ( §3.1).
The obvious next question is, can one design explicitly uncertain linear solvers with a reasonably well-calibrated posterior? In addition to the scaling issues, a challenge is that, for BFGS / CG, the prior covariance W = H is only an implicit object. After M < N steps, there exists a 1 2(N − M )(N − M + 1)-dimensional cone of positive definite covariance matrices fulfilling W Y = S (and, additionally, a scalar degree of freedom inherent to the Dennis class). How do we pick a point in this space?
5. Constructing explicit posteriors. This remaining sections will focus exclusively on inference on H = B −1 , and thus on inverse update rules-priors
As pointed out in Section 1.2, these are identical to the direct rules under exchange of S and Y : After observing (S, Y ) ∈ R N ×M , the posterior belief
Recall from Sections 1.2 and Corollary 3.1 that, cast as an inverse update, BFGS (CG) arises from the prior p(H) = N (H; I, θ 2 (H ⊛ H)) for arbitrary θ ∈ R + .
Fitting covariance matrices.
It transpired in §3.1 that the BFGS prior covariance W = H is not well-scaled in so far as the distance H − H 0 between elements of the true H and the prior mean H 0 under the prior covariance can be arbitrarily large. The standardized norm prior W = H − H 0 is slightly more appealing from this perspective: It prevents over -confidence, albeit still allows for under -confidence. Both BFGS and standardized norm prior, though, in principle require access to H. As noted repeatedly above, it is implicitly feasible to use W = H or W = H − H 0 in the mean estimate, which only requires access to observed values W Y = HY = S. But using H in the covariance is only an idealistic goal to aim for, not an attainable algorithm. After M steps, only a sub-space of rank 
Considering the structure of Σ, one write T in terms of block matrices 
Because, by Equation (3.8) the vector-space spanned by S is identical to that spanned by the orthogonal gradients, we can write the space of all symmetric positive semidefinite matrices W with the property W Y = S as
with the right-orthonormal matrixF containing the M normalised gradients F i F i in its columns, and a positive definite matrix Ω ∈ R N ×N (the effective size of the space spanned in this way is only R (N −M )×(N −M ) , so Ω is over-parameterising this space).
5.1.1. Standardized norm posteriors using conjugate gradient observations. Eq. (5.5) parametrises posterior covariances of the BFGS family. In light of the scaling issues of these priors discussed in §3.1, one would prefer, from the probabilistic standpoint, to use the standardized norm priors p(H) = N (H; αI, (H −H 0 )⊛(H −H 0 )), but these priors do not share BFGS/CG's other good numerical properties. Instead, we can construct a hybrid algorithm, by the following steps:
1. Solve the linear problem using the conjugate gradient method. While the algorithm runs, collect S, Y,F . This has storage cost of 2N M + M floats: Because Y consists of differences between subsequent columns of F , it does not need to be stored explicitly, the column norms F i required to computē F require M extra floats. The computation cost of the standard conjugate gradient algorithm is Ø(M ) matrix-vector multiplications (that is, Ø(M N 2 ) assuming a dense matrix), plus Ø(M N ) operations for the algorithm itself (including computation of F i ). 2. Using the (S, Y,F ) constructed by CG, compute the standardized-norm posterior on H, i.e. use the prior p(H) defined above, which yields a Gaussian posterior with mean and covariance
A prerequisite for this is to choose α < λ min (H), less than the smallest eigenvalue of H, to ensure that W = H −H 0 is positive definite. But λ min (H) = 1. λ max (B), which can be estimated efficiently (and without additional cost) from the F i . Another minor hurdle is that Equations (5.7) & (5.9) require the inverse of While there is a vague connection between the standardized norm prior and the SR1 algorithm by Corollary 3.1, the algorithm described above is quite different from the SR1 method. It uses search directions constructed by BFGS/CG, and its update rule uses the exact Gram matrix, not the repeated rank-1 updates that give SR1 its name.
Computational cost. The computation overhead of constructing this posterior mean and covariance, after running the conjugate gradient algorithm, is Ø(M 2 ), which is small compared even to the internal Ø(M N ) cost of CG, let alone the Ø(M N 2 ) for the matrix-vector multiplications in CG. Storing the posterior mean and covariance requires Ø(N M ) space, which is feasible even for relatively large problems. Crucially, retaining the covariance adds almost no overhead to storing the mean alone.
Estimation rules.
The remaining step is to find estimates for Ω. Some ideas for doing so are now proposed. It is clear that there are myriad options for fixing such rules, far exceeding the scope of this paper. The author is certain that much better rules will soon be found if theoretical understanding improves. For now, we will adopt the perhaps simplistic, but straightforward approach of estimating Ω to a scalar matrix Ω = ω 2 I (one way to motivate this is to argue that, at step M , future line searches s M +i will point in an unknown direction in the span of I −FF ⊺ , so it makes sense to not prefer any direction in the choice of Ω). A natural idea is to use regularity structure on quantities already computed during the run of the conjugate gradient algorithm anyway: Assume the algorithm is currently at step T . If, at step M < T we had tried to predict the Gram matrix diagonal element y
F M using the structure for W described above, we would have predicted, because F M is known to be in the span of S, and orthogonal to (I −FF ⊺ ),
and thus
F M +1 can be estimated from the norm of preceding gradients. The second term on the right hand side of Equation (5.12) is known at step M . The first term of the right hand side can be estimated by regression, in ways further explored below.
First, to confirm that ω indeed tends to have regular structure related to the eigenvalue spectrum of H, Figure 5 . Clear structure is visible in all cases, which is not too surprising, as the CG algorithm expands Krylov subspaces of (B, b). Using these observations, several different regression schemes for ω can be adopted.
• A simple baseline is to assume that the ω i , for i = 1, . . . , N follow a stationary distribution. This approach was used to construct error estimates in Figures 5.2 to 5.4 (in gray for the middle and bottom row, black for the top row). Note that, because the eigenvalues of B are uniformly distributed in the top row, the eigenvalues of H (their inverses) are not.
• A slightly more elaborate assumption is that ω i follows a linear trend with noise:
). This amounts to linear regression on the values of ω i , which can be performed in Ø(M ). We can then set Ω =ωI withω = aN + b the expected largest value of ω i (i.e. a noisy upper bound). This approach was used to construct the (black) error estimates in the middle rows of Figures 5.2 to 5. 
4.
• Finally, if structural knowledge is available, e.g. that the first L eigenvalues of B are α times larger than the later ones, on may use the stationary rule from above, but explicitly multiply the estimate ω by α for the first L steps. This may seem like a constructed example, but in fact it is not uncommon in applications to know an effective number of degrees of freedom in B. For example, in nonparametric least-squares regression with a very large number of N data points distributed approximately uniformly over a range of width ρ, using an RBF kernel of length scale λ, the model's number of degrees of freedom is L = ρ (2πλ) [31, Eq. 4.3] . This rule was used to construct (black) error estimates in the bottom rows of Figures 5.2 to 5.4.
Estimating quantities of interest.
What could a probabilistic solver be used for? This section provides a few example uses of the Gaussian posterior 
Estimating H itself.
The most obvious question to ask is how far the estimate H M for H returned by the BFGS algorithm after M steps is from the true H, in terms of the individual elements of this matrix. This distance is estimated directly by the Gaussian posterior of Equation (5.1). The marginal distribution on any
In particular, the marginal distribution on each element H ij is a scalar Gaussian . The same quantity, estimated with the linear regression and structured estimation rules from Section 5.2 are shown in black in the middle and bottom row, respectively. The left column of the figure shows results from the BFGS/CG prior, the right column shows results using the standardized norm prior on data constructed with the CG algorithm as described in §5.1.1. As expected from the argument in §3.1, the BFGS estimates are regularly considerably too small, while the standardized-norm estimates have a meaningful width. The error estimators have varying behaviour. For the exponential eigenvalue spectrum, the estimator fluctuates strongly in the first few steps before settling to a good value (this could be corrected using a regularizer, left out here to not bias the results). For the structured-eigenvalues problems, the region around the step from small to large eigenvalues is problematic. But overall, they do provide a meaningful notion of error. In particular, they are rarely too small. For most uses of statistical error estimators, it is better to be too conservative (too large) than to be too confident. Of course, it would be great if future research would find better calibrated error estimates.
As explained in Equation (3.1), the same error estimates can also be collapsed into an error estimate on the norm H − H M F . 
, and has covariance matrix elements (5.14) cov while the standardized norm prior at least provides outer bounds (albeit sometimes quite loose ones).
Remark on convergence. The fact that the error on x test does not always change much over the course of finding x says more about the behaviour of conjugate gradients as such than about its probabilistic interpretation, and is not particularly surprising, since CG does not aim to construct H, but only to find x * . For simplicity of exposition, we have assumed throughout that H = B −1 exists, and that the CG / BFGS algorithm requires the full N steps to converge, which fully identify B and H. In general, the CG algorithm regularly converges much earlier (for an intuition, consider the special case where x 0 = 0 and b = [1, . . . , 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0] consists of K consecutive ones and N − K zeros. The CG/BFGS algorithm will never explore the lower (N − K) × (N − K) block of H, which may contain arbitrary numbers). If the goal of running the algorithm truly is to find a good estimate for H, rather than just to find x * = Hb and produce the posterior on H as a side-product, a more elaborate course is needed, e.g. by choosing several b to span a space of interest over H. It is an interesting open question whether the probabilistic interpretation constructed here can be used to actively collapse the uncertainty on H in a typically more efficient way than established matrix inversion methods like Gauss-Jordan (which is itself a conjugate direction method [21] ). In particular, the Dennis family of secant updates can be derived as the posterior mean of a parametric Gaussian model after one rank-1 observation. For rank M observations, the match between these updates and Gaussian inference only holds if the search directions are conjugate under the prior covariance. This is the case in particular for the DFP direct and BFGS inverse updates rules. BFGS is particularly interesting because it is equivalent to the method of conjugate gradients in the linear case. However, it also became apparent that, from a inference perspective, the BFGS rule is not well-scaled.
As a first step toward a better scaled Gaussian belief, the standardized norm covariance, was proposed. It is inspired by the SR1 rule, but leads to probabilistic corrections in the form of off-diagonal terms, and can be used with data produced by the CG algorithm, thus retaining the good numerical properties of that method. The space of possible covariance matrices consistent with the resulting mean is a sub-space of the positive definite cone, which collapses during the run of the algorithm (the same holds for the BFGS / CG method). Several possible estimation rules for choosing elements in this space of covariances where proposed, arising from different structural assumptions over H. The resulting Gaussian posterior provides joint uncertainty estimates on the elements of H, and all linear projections of H, in particular of other linear problems x test = Hb test . This adds new functionality to the conjugate gradient method, at a computational overhead much smaller than the cost of CG itself.
The implications of the presented results for nonlinear optimization methods of both the quasi-Newton and nonlinear conjugate gradient class remain exciting open research questions. For example, it is clear that the conjugacy assumption implicit in the Dennis class members is inconsistent with the probabilistic interpretation. This was already noted by Hennig & Kiefel [19, 20] , who also proposed using a nonparametric Gaussian formulation to give a more explicit inference interpretation to nonlinear optimization. Their paper left open questions with regard to the choice of prior covariance, which are only made more pressing by the results presented here. Another promising direction is inference from noisy evaluations, in which case the posterior covariance does not collapse to zero after finitely many steps of optimization, not even in the linear case. Some related results where previously discussed in [18] , but the study of probabilistic optimization algorithms is still at an early stage.
Appendix. Proofs for results from main text. Throughout the appendix, the notation ∆ = Y − B 0 S will be used to represent the residual.
A.1. Proof for Lemma 2.2. Because the operator Γ maps ∑ k Γ ij,k A k = 1 2(A ij + A ji ) for all A, its elements can be written as Γ ij,k = 1 2(δ ik δ j + δ i δ jk ), using Kronecker's δ function. We also note that Gaussians are closed under linear operations (see e.g. [2, Eq. 2.115]:
We complete the proof by observing that 
and covariance
We begin with the posterior mean (A.4). From Equation (2.3) , it has the form (with the prior covariance V = W ⊛ W )
A few straightforward steps establish that the N M × N M matrix to be inverted is indeed invertible for linearly independent columns of S, and has elements
Also, the elements of V (I ⊗ S) are
So we are searching the unique matrix X ∈ R N ×M satisfying
which then gives the posterior as 1 
Let QΣU ⊺ = S be the singular value decomposition of S. That is, Q ∈ R N ×N and U ∈ R M ×M are orthonormal, Σ ∈ R N ×M , consisting of an upper part containing the diagonal matrix D ∈ R M ×M and a lower part in R (N −M )×M containing on zeros. We will write Q = [Q + , Q − ], where Q + ∈ R N ×M is a basis of the preimage of S, and Q − ∈ R (N −M )×M is a basis of the kernel of S. Because S is full rank, D is invertible, and we can equivalently write (A.12) X = QRD −1 U with a (generally dense) matrix R = R + R − (R + ∈ R M ×M , R − ∈ R (N −M )×M ). This allows re-writing Equation (A.11) as 
We see directly that this is a symmetric matrix, because 
From Equation (A.8), the posterior mean can be written as
which is clearly equal to Equation (A.4). To establish the form of the posterior covariance, we make use of the structural similarities between the posterior mean and covariance (Equation (2.3) ), and notice that we have just established ka,nb (V S) ij,ka (S ⊺ V S) 
with the residual (the gradient of the equivalent quadratic optimization objective) F i = Bx i − b. We also assume perfect line searches. First, consider the special case where j = i + 1 (i.e. subsequent line searches). Because they are in the Dennis class, the estimates for H (irrespective of whether they were constructed by inverting a direct estimate or using an inverse estimate directly) fulfill the 'quasi-Newton equation' s i = H i+1 y i = H i+1 (F i − F i−1 ). Thus (A.34)
The exact line search along s i ended when s 
